Overreliance on AI occurs when users start accepting incorrect AI outputs. This can lead to issues and errors that can ultimately make people lose trust in AI systems. This report explains what overreliance on AI is, how it happens, and how we can mitigate it.

An important goal of AI system design is to empower users to develop appropriate reliance on AI. This is important given that policymakers and practitioners call for greater human oversight—making users the last line of defense against AI failures. This report shows how and why overreliance on AI makes it difficult for users to meaningfully leverage the strengths of AI systems and to oversee their weaknesses. Based on a literature review of ~60 papers from different research areas, this report provides a detailed overview of how overreliance on AI happens, how to measure overreliance, what its consequences are, and how we can minimize its negative effects.
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Introduction

This report synthesizes ~60 research papers about overreliance on AI. The papers originate from a variety of disciplines, including Human-Computer Interaction (HCI); Human Factors; Intelligent User Interfaces (IUI); Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW); Organizational Science; and Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency (FAccT).

The report has three sections:

1. **What is overreliance on AI?** – Definition of overreliance and ways to assess and measure overreliance. Skip to Relevant terms and related measures.

2. **Antecedents, mechanisms, and consequences of overreliance on AI** – Overview of how pre-existing conditions affect overreliance on AI, how overreliance on AI manifests in practice, and its negative implications. Skip to Antecedents, mechanisms, and consequences summary.

3. **Techniques to mitigate overreliance on AI** – Ways to reduce overreliance on AI. Skip to Mitigation techniques summary.
What is overreliance on AI?

1.1 Definition

Overreliance on AI is defined as users accepting incorrect AI recommendations—i.e., making errors of commission. Overreliance generally happens when users are unable to determine whether or how much they should trust the AI. Users have difficulty determining appropriate levels of trust because they lack awareness of:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What the AI system can do</th>
<th>How well it can perform</th>
<th>How it works</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

An important goal of AI system design is to empower users to develop *appropriate* reliance on AI. However, how to do so is complicated. Appropriate reliance is a moving target because it is hard to operationalize and depends on context and application domain.

**It is not always obvious when users over-rely on AI.** Imagine an AI system that does tasks better than humans. Users make more accurate decisions when they over-rely on this system compared to when they work alone. When the human+AI team performs better than the human working alone, the situation seems acceptable and unproblematic. However, all AI systems make mistakes. Sometimes AI systems make mistakes that are different from those humans make. Sometimes AI systems start making new kinds of mistakes after receiving model updates (Bansal et al. 2019). Thus, even when humans perform well using AI, the unpredictability of AI mistakes warrants caution against overreliance.

Policymakers and practitioners call for greater human oversight—i.e., make humans carefully review AI recommendations before making final decisions. While calls for human supervision assume “fluid cooperation” between humans and AI, “the dynamics of shared control between [...the two] are more complicated” (Elish 2019: 5). As we describe in this report, humans are unable to mitigate AI shortcomings when they start over-relying on AI systems. Therefore, calls for human oversight can provide a false sense of security (Green 2021; Koulu 2020). For these reasons, understanding, monitoring, and studying user reliance on AI is a big priority.
1.2 Relevant terms and related measures

Here are some measures of overreliance commonly encountered in research literature:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overreliance measure</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agreement with incorrect recommendations</td>
<td>A common way to measure overreliance is to count how often users accept incorrect AI recommendations (out of all incorrect recommendations shown to them) (Buşinca et al. 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch fraction</td>
<td><em>Switch fraction</em> measures how often users completely change their answers to match AI recommendations (Lu &amp; Yin 2021; Kim et al. 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifying answers to align with AI recommendations</td>
<td>A way to extend the switch fraction is to measure how much users change their answers to align with AI recommendations—e.g., percentage of change (Kim et al. 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight of advice (WOA)</td>
<td>WOA measures the importance users give to AI recommendations (Logg et al. 2019). It is a way to quantify the impact of <em>switch fraction</em> and the extent to which users modify their answers to align with AI recommendations. A value of WOA=1 indicates overreliance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WOA = \( \frac{\text{revised}_{\text{prediction}} - \text{initial}_{\text{prediction}}}{\text{AI}_{\text{recommendation}} - \text{initial}_{\text{prediction}}} \)

Key terms related to overreliance measures:

a. **Agreements**: How often user predictions are the same as AI recommendations, when users make predictions before seeing AI recommendations (Lu & Yin 2021).

b. **Disagreements**: How often user predictions are different from AI recommendations, when users make predictions before seeing AI recommendations (Ibid.)

c. **Human errors**: How often users make incorrect predictions when user predictions are different from AI recommendations, but AI recommendations are also wrong (Buşinca 2021).

d. **Delegation**: How often users let an AI system fully make decisions on their behalf (Chiang & Yin 2021).
Antecedents, mechanisms, and consequences of overreliance on AI

This section describes (a) pre-existing conditions that affect user overreliance, (b) how and why users over-rely, and (c) the negative consequences of overreliance.

### 2.1 Antecedents of overreliance on AI

#### Individual differences

**Individual differences** affect user reliance on AI.

Individual differences refer to differences in users’ demographic, social, cultural, and professional characteristics. **Individual differences lead users to develop both over- and under-reliance on AI.**

- **AI literacy:** AI literacy is the measure of how much users know about AI.¹ Al literacy affects users’ attitudes towards AI.² Users with and without AI background develop inappropriate reliance in different ways. Users with high AI literacy overestimate the utility of numbers in explanations (e.g., believing that numbers can help debug AI) while users with low AI literacy overestimate the AI’s intelligence if it provides numeric explanations (e.g., believing that numbers are a sign of objective logic) (Ehsan et al. 2021). Users with low AI literacy are often most affected by AI recommendations. For instance, in a study involving medical decision-making scenarios, clinicians with low AI literacy were seven times more likely to select medical treatments that aligned with AI recommendations (Jacobs et al. 2021).

- **Expertise:** Domain expertise is the measure of how much users know about the task domain. Both low- and high-expertise users can develop overreliance on AI (Gaube et al. 2021). Low-expertise users often show *algorithmic susceptibility*—tendency to accept AI recommendations at a high rate. High-expertise users often develop *algorithmic aversion*—self-reported tendency to disregard AI recommendations—but still rely heavily on AI while making decisions.

---

¹ For more information on AI literacy, including how to measure it, see Long and Magerko (2020).
² For more information on user attitudes towards AI, including how to measure them, see Zhang & Dafoe (2019).
c. **Task familiarity**: Closely related to domain expertise is *task familiarity*—the measure of how familiar users are with the task. High task familiarity does not necessarily imply high expertise. For example, a user may have high familiarity with *programming* but have low domain expertise with a new programming language. Users with high task familiarity (a) report more trust in AI but show less adherence to its recommendations and (b) tend to over trust AI systems in the presence of explanations (Schaffer et al. 2019). High task familiarity leads users to become overconfident in their own ability to perform the task. The more confident users are, the less well they perform when working with AI systems (Green & Chen 2019).

### Recommendations

Design AI features for variation in user characteristics such as confidence, expertise, task familiarity, AI literacy, and attitudes towards AI.

*See* [**GenderMag: A Method for Evaluating Software’s Gender Inclusiveness**](#) *for evaluating software in light of different cognitive facets: Computer-self efficacy, information processing, attitude towards risk, and motivation.*

Closely monitor low-expertise users.

*For example, pay attention to novice users who use the AI system for help with tasks.*

Pay attention to how users over-rely on AI when doing more and less familiar tasks.

*For example, use telemetry to analyze how users accept different kinds of AI recommendations and develop a taxonomy of different overreliance issues.*

Gauge user confidence in both the AI and their own ability to perform the task.

*Nudge users to actively reflect on their own work to keep user overconfidence and automation complacency in check.*
2.2 Mechanisms of overreliance on AI

This subsection explains how and why users over-rely on AI.

**Automation bias**

*Automation bias* is the tendency to favor recommendations from automated systems, while disregarding information from non-automated sources. **Users with automation bias often over-rely on AI.**

1. **Users with high automation bias are unable to develop appropriate reliance on AI when its performance changes** (Pop et al. 2015). AI systems that initially work well can later start making mistakes. Users with automation bias over-rely on systems that perform well. But the same users trust the system less after seeing it fail. Later, when the system performs well again, there is no guarantee that it can earn back user trust. User trust in AI goes down by a relatively large amount when system capability decreases but increases by a much smaller amount when system capability increases back again.

2. **Users show high automation bias when working on objective and unfamiliar tasks.** Automation bias causes users to “constantly give more weight to equivalent advice when it is labeled coming from an algorithmic versus human source” (Logg et al. 2019: 92). Users thus over-rely on AI when they do not have enough knowledge and skills to properly evaluate AI recommendations.

3. **Users show less automation bias when working on subjective tasks.** Users rely more on human suggestions when working on subjective tasks, in part because users assume human decision-making is easier to understand (Yeomans et al. 2019). AI often assists decision-making in scenarios that have a mix of objective (those with a singular metric of success) and subjective (those with multiple metrics of success) tasks. Keep in mind that user reliance operates on a spectrum (under- to overreliance) but also depends on the nature of the task (objective vs. subjective). A user may over-rely on AI for unfamiliar parts of their work but under-rely on AI for familiar parts of their work.

---

**Recommendations**

Identify ways to assess automation bias from telemetry.

Help users calibrate trust in AI, based on knowledge that automation bias causes overreliance.

Monitor user overreliance post deployment as trust in AI fluctuates over time.

Do further research to understand the differential costs of AI errors.
Confirmation bias

Confirmation bias is the tendency to favor information that aligns with prior assumptions, beliefs, and values. Users over-rely on AI when its recommendations align with their own predictions. Confirmation bias leads users to further strengthen the beliefs they already have about AI.

1. When faced with confirmation bias, users over-rely on AI when they (a) know less about how well AI systems work and (b) are more confident in their own ability to do the task (Lu & Yin 2021). In such situations, users over-rely on AI regardless of the correctness of its recommendations and perceive it as being more accurate, competent, reliable, and understandable. Confirmation bias makes users wrongly assume that the AI uses logic and reasoning similar to their own.

2. Caveat: Confirmation bias can lead users who under-rely on AI to further distrust AI (Lee & Rich 2021). Users often develop algorithmic aversion—a biased negative assessment of algorithmic systems. Users with algorithmic aversion frequently expect AI to give wrong recommendations. If users expect the AI to fail and it does fail, their trust in AI further deteriorates.

Recommendations

Ensure that users have at least a minimum knowledge of how AI features work. See Guidelines for Human-AI Interaction, Guideline 2: Make clear how well the system can do what it can do.

Use onboarding techniques and tutorials to make users aware that overreliance is a common phenomenon. For instance, provide examples of confirmation bias.

Nudge users to engage in meta-cognition.

For example, provide session statistics and/or a list of items to review with users at the end of a working session to help them reflect on their work.
**Ordering effects**

*Ordering effects* refer to how changing the order of presented information alters user perceptions and decisions. For AI, ordering effects occur based on whether users see the AI system succeed or fail during early interactions. The *timing* of AI errors significantly affects user reliance.

1. **Users over-rely on AI if it does well during initial interactions but under-rely on it if it fails during initial interactions.** Users who see AI perform well early on often develop automation bias and complacency, making significantly more errors due to positive first impressions (Nourani et al. 2021). Users who see the AI fail early on often develop algorithmic aversion (Kim et al. 2020).

2. **User expertise alters the impact of ordering effects** (Nourani et al. 2020). Novice users over-rely on AI regardless of whether it fails or succeeds during early interactions because they do not have sufficient knowledge to identify errors. Expert users show a more complex behavior: When AI fails during early interactions, experts develop under-reliance on AI. The under-reliance never fully goes away, even when the AI starts doing better (see #1 under *automation bias*). When AI does well during early interactions, experts develop overreliance on AI. If the AI starts doing less well later, experts find it relatively easy to appropriately adjust their trust on AI.

3. **Ordering effects are tied to a cognitive bias called anchoring effect**—relying too much on the first piece of provided information when making decisions. Anchoring effects happen in two ways:
   a. **Anchoring effect happens when users see AI recommendations before making their own decisions.** AI recommendations act as anchors and significantly influence users’ decision-making processes (Vaccaro & Waldo 2019). Users often alter their decisions to make them align with AI recommendations.
   b. **Anchoring effect happens when users see information about AI (e.g., accuracy) before interacting with it.** AI’s stated accuracy negatively affects user reliance (Yin et al. 2019). If stated accuracy is low, then even when the AI performs well, users continue to distrust it. If stated accuracy is high, then when the AI makes mistakes, users lose trust in it even if its accuracy is better than their own.

### Recommendations

Use onboarding techniques and tutorials to influence users’ first impressions with AI systems as those are crucial for developing appropriate reliance and trust.

Ensure that users correctly interpret AI performance metrics such as accuracy scores.

*See Guidelines for Human-AI Interaction, Guideline 2: Make clear how well the system can do what it can do.*

Monitor for anchoring bias in addition to ordering effects.

*For example, when users choose to see the top AI recommendations, the first recommendation can cause anchoring bias.*
Overestimating explanations

Explanations help users better assess and understand AI recommendations. However, detailed explanations often lead users to develop overreliance on AI.

1. **Explanations increase user reliance on all AI recommendations.** Showing explanations to users with high task familiarity leads to automation bias (Schaffer et al. 2019). Increasing the level of detail in explanations leads to more trust in AI but also overreliance on AI (Bussone et al. 2015). In fact, even explanations with no basis in the AI’s actual working can make users trust AI more (Lai & Tan 2019; Ehsan et al. 2021). The effects become worse when AI is used in subjective domains. Detailed explanations make users believe that the AI reasons about the task in a manner similar to humans (Bussone et al. 2015). High-fidelity explanations lead users, especially novice users, to trust bad models (Papenmeier et al. 2019).

2. **Explanations increase user reliance on incorrect AI recommendations.** Explanations increase “blind trust” rather than “appropriate reliance” on AI (Bansal et al. 2020). Users make poor decisions when incorrect recommendations are accompanied by explanations (Zhang et al. 2020). For example, a non-informative explanation such as an accuracy score improved user trust in AI even when the claimed accuracy was as low as 50% (Lai & Tan 2019).

3. **Caveat: Explanations can also make users lose trust in AI and under-rely on it.** Providing explanations can lead to the problem of explanation mismatch—AI providing an explanation that does not align with user expectations (Papenmeier et al. 2019). This can also happen for non-explanation performance measures such as accuracy and confidence scores. For example, the AI gives a recommendation that the user knows is incorrect, but the AI gives that recommendation a high confidence score.

### Recommendations

Be careful with providing explanations for recommendations because they increase trust in incorrect recommendations.

*For example, consider running a study to see how users interact with AI recommendations with and without accompanying explanations. Watch out for potential issues regarding confirmation bias and explanation mismatch.*

Conduct user research to understand the impact of explanation types and patterns on user overreliance. See Guideline for Human-AI Interaction, [Guideline 11: Make clear why the system did what it did.](#)

*For example, consider running a study with two types of explanations—one that explains the recommendation (e.g., what it is) and another that explains why the recommendation was generated (e.g., fit with existing context).*

Do not use language that anthropomorphizes AI in the user interface, explanations, and marketing materials.
2.3 Consequences of overreliance

This subsection describes the negative impacts of overreliance on AI.

Poor human+AI team performance

A human+AI team is not guaranteed to perform better than the human or AI working alone. **Overreliance on AI leads users to perform worse on tasks compared to the performance of the user or AI working alone** (Bansal et al. 2020; Buçinca et al. 2021; Green & Chen 2019a, 2019b; Jacobs et al. 2021; Lai & Tan 2019; Zhang et al. 2020).

Poor human+AI team performance happens for several reasons:

1. **Users alter, change, and switch their actions to align with AI recommendations** (Gaube et al. 2021; Green & Chen 2021; Poursabzi-Sangdeh et al. 2021; Suresh et al. 2020). For example, in a study, researchers told users that an *intelligent* algorithm will evaluate the text written by users to indicate whether it has positive or negative tone (Springer et al. 2017). The algorithm, however, merely generated random output. Nearly twice as many users rated the random algorithm as being accurate and placed an excessive amount of trust in it. Misplaced reliance on AI makes it difficult for users to identify and resolve AI errors (Vaccaro & Waldo 2019). Even the most accurate AI does not guarantee the best human+AI team performance (Bansal et al. 2021).

2. **Users find it difficult to evaluate AI’s performance and to understand how AI impacts their decisions.** For instance, users often overestimate system accuracy (Nourani et al. 2021) and do not realize when they have ceded control to the AI (Levy et al. 2021). The situation where users let AI make decisions on their behalf can be especially harmful for human+AI team performance and productivity. Incorrect recommendations significantly lower user accuracy on tasks (Jacobs et al. 2021). **In fact, users who receive incorrect recommendations are often slower than users who do the task from scratch without AI’s help** (Levy et al. 2021).

3. **Overreliance makes users trust AI in scenarios where they should not.** For example, users get confused when there is a big mismatch between their answers and AI recommendations (Kim et al. 2021). The substantial errors make users incorrectly assume that they have made a mistake when, in fact, the AI is at fault. The scenario gets worse when users work with new data (e.g., out-of-distribution data—data that the AI has not seen during training). Users expect AI to *maintain* its performance on new data but assume that their own performance will worsen on new data (Chaiing & Yan 2021). Users thus end up relying more on AI when dealing with out-of-distribution data, **leading them to trust AI more when its performance is questionable and uncertain.**
**Recommendations**

Compare human+AI performance to the human working alone, especially in the presence of problematic recommendations.

*AI systems are at high risk for poor human+AI performance if AI’s performance is at best similar to or worse than humans.*

Monitor human+AI performance over time for different kinds of users, especially when introducing new AI features.

*See Guidelines for Human-AI Interaction, Guideline 14: Update and adapt cautiously.*

### Summary: Antecedents, mechanisms, and consequences of overreliance on AI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antecedents of overreliance</th>
<th>Mechanisms of overreliance</th>
<th>Short description</th>
<th>Mitigation techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual differences</td>
<td>Automation bias</td>
<td>Tendency to favor recommendations from automated systems, while disregarding information from non-automated sources.</td>
<td>Effectively onboard users; Employ cognitive forcing functions; Provide personalized adjustments to users; Provide real-time feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confirmation bias</td>
<td>Tendency to favor information that aligns with prior assumptions, beliefs, and values.</td>
<td>Employ cognitive forcing functions; Effectively onboard users; Provide personalized adjustments to users; Provide real-time feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordering effects</td>
<td></td>
<td>The order of presented information affects user perceptions and decisions. The timing of AI errors significantly affects user reliance.</td>
<td>Effectively onboard users; Provide personalized adjustments to users; Alter speed of interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overestimating explanations</td>
<td></td>
<td>High-fidelity explanations can lead users to develop overreliance on AI.</td>
<td>Be transparent with users; Provide real-time feedback; Provide effective explanations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Consequences of overreliance**

| Poor human+AI performance | Overreliance causes poor human+AI team performance compared to the human or AI working alone. | All |


Mitigation techniques for overreliance on AI

This section provides a list of mitigation techniques based on existing research to address overreliance on AI.

3.1 During initial interactions

First impressions play a crucial role in shaping user reliance on AI. This subsection outlines mitigation techniques that can be used during a user’s initial interactions with AI systems to help develop appropriate reliance.

Effectively onboard users

AI systems should have effective onboarding capabilities and techniques (Chaing & Yin 2021; Lai & Tan 2019; Lu & Yin 2021; Nourani et al. 2021). For instance:

1. **AI systems should show examples of both correct and incorrect recommendations to help users develop appropriate first impressions** that “cover the variability of system capabilities” (Nourani 2020).
   a. Users are more willing to use algorithmic systems when they do not see systems make mistakes (Dietvorst 2015). However, never seeing the system err makes users over-trust its capabilities.

Take care not to overwhelm users with information during onboarding (Suresh et al. 2020). Identify ways to onboard users progressively to different AI features.

Be transparent with users

Providing information about AI models helps users develop appropriate reliance on AI (Yin et al. 2019). Follow the **transparency principle**. Ensure that users understand what you are telling them, they are adjusting their behavior and expectations accordingly, and that those changes survive over time. For instance:

1. Provide users basic information about global model properties such as accuracy, design objective, as well as strengths and limitations to help them better assess AI recommendations (Cai et al. 2019).
   a. When using the accuracy score, ensure that you properly communicate to the user what the score implies (e.g., binary vs. multi-class classification).
   b. Gather well-known edge cases and report AI’s performance on them. This helps users know contexts where they must be more careful while using the AI system.

2. Provide further information about the intended use cases of an AI system to help users better understand when and whether to trust the AI.
   a. Examples include information on use cases anticipated during development, benchmarked model evaluations in different conditions, and relevant training data details (Chiang & Yin 2021).
Provide personalized adjustments for users

AI systems should tailor their onboarding experiences to account for differences in user characteristics. For instance:

1. Devise strategies to assess automation bias based on early user interactions during onboarding/tutorials and, accordingly, adjust the level of automation and feedback for both low and high automation-bias users (De-Arteaga et al. 2020; Levy et al. 2021).

2. Devise strategies to assess users’ confidence in their own abilities (and predictions) and, accordingly, adjust the user experience (UX) to help under- and over-confident users develop appropriate reliance (Gaube et al. 2020; Lu & Yin 2021; Schaffer et al. 2019).

3. Devise strategies to assess AI literacy—how much users know about AI—and adjust the UX to help users with low or high AI literacy to develop appropriate reliance (Chaing & Yin 2021; Jacobs et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2020).

4. Alter the sequence of AI success and failure scenarios during early interactions to mitigate the impact of ordering effects. If, for example, it is acceptable to sacrifice accuracy on tasks, show AI strengths first before introducing failure scenarios to help users develop a better mental model of the AI system (Nourani et al. 2021).

3.2 During regular use

This subsection describes mitigation techniques that can be used during a user’s routine interactions with an AI system they’ve been familiar with for some time.

Employ cognitive forcing functions

Cognitive forcing functions (CFFs) are interventions that interrupt a person’s routine thought process and make them engage in analytical thinking (Lambe et al. 2016). Over time users get complacent about AI systems; they start using mental shortcuts and spend less effort evaluating AI recommendations. Use CFFs to shift users from a fast and automatic thinking process to one that is slow and deliberative (Wason & Evans 1974; Kahneman 2011). Specifically concerning AI:

1. **CFF designs significantly reduce overreliance on incorrect AI recommendations** (Buçinca et al. 2021).
   a. Devise CFF strategies to increase users’ motivation to engage with AI recommendations, performance metrics, and explanations. Examples of CFFs include checklists, time-outs, on-demand explanations, and asking users to explicitly rule out alternatives.
   b. **Caveat:** CFFs mitigate overreliance but are often less favored by users because of the added cognitive burden. Do further research to know the applicability of CFFs to specific use-cases.
Provide real-time feedback

Providing real-time feedback to users about their performance and the AI’s for better human+AI team performance (Lai et al. 2020). Real-time feedback helps users triangulate their decisions when working with AI recommendations (De-Arteaga et al. 2020). For instance:

1. Provide high-level information about AI, such as accuracy scores, to users (Lu & Yin 2021).
   a. Do not uncritically present high performance scores because they cause user overreliance. User reliance is affected by the AI systems’ stated accuracy (Lai & Tan 2019). However, users often take accuracy scores at face value and are not made aware that model scores are inherently uncertain. For example, pre-release performance benchmarks are often high because they are calculated on controlled, sanitized datasets.
   b. **Caveat:** Overwhelming users with more information about an AI system’s “training data, model architecture, performance, and recommendations all lead to […] users following both correct and incorrect recommendations more often” (Suresh et al. 2020: 315). Do further research to know what forms of information users need (and respond correctly to) in different contexts.

2. Use confidence scores to help users develop appropriate trust in AI (Zhang et al. 2020).
   a. **Develop ways to help users correctly interpret confidence and uncertainty scores.** Users desire confidence scores but often find them difficult to interpret (Gaube et al. 2021).
   b. **Caveat:** Confidence scores can backfire and must be used strategically (Yin et al. 2019). For example, high confidence scores for evidently incorrect recommendations cause users to develop algorithmic aversion.

3. Inform users when they accept potentially problematic or incorrect AI recommendations (Levy et al. 2021). Examples include recommendations with low confidence scores, those based on limited data, and those containing fabricated elements (e.g., AI-generated datasets).
   a. **Train separate models to detect problematic outlier recommendations—e.g.,** those based on abnormal or insufficient data (Poursabzi-Sangdeh et al. 2021).
   b. **Examine user attitudes towards algorithmic advice before system use** (e.g., are users prone to automation or confirmation bias) since the incorrectness of recommendations might not be obvious in many cases (Logg et al. 2019).
Provide effective explanations

It is not enough for AI to be accurate; it must also be understood (Yeomans et al. 2019). Explanations help users better assess the correctness of AI recommendations and the working of AI systems. However, detailed explanations often lead users to develop inappropriate reliance. Explanations should thus not only justify AI recommendations but also ensure they help users develop appropriate reliance on AI. For instance:

1. **Focus on building better explanations.** There is no clear recipe for building effective explanations. Explainable AI is an open research area, and we need further research to assess the efficacy and short-/long-term impact of different explanation types on overreliance and human+AI team performance.
   a. Build informative, not just convincing, explanations (Bansal et al. 2020). The goal of explanations is to increase trust in AI, but also to help users better evaluate AI recommendations. For example, do not just highlight data features, but also explain their importance (Lai et al. 2020).
   b. Pay close attention to the content of explanations (Dodge et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2020). For example, explanations containing model performance metrics help users develop appropriate trust at the model level (e.g., ‘this model performs well’). Explanations containing confidence/uncertainty scores help users develop appropriate trust at the recommendation level (e.g., ‘this recommendation is less likely to be correct’).
   c. Be careful with providing complex explanations because they may lead to higher response times and lower user satisfaction (Tan et al. 2018). Dense and lengthy explanations often backfire.
2. **Focus on how different explanations interact with other aspects of AI systems** to better understand how and why users may over-rely. (Nourani et al. 2021). For instance, analyze interaction effects between different explanation types (e.g., how vs. why) and the following characteristics:

   a. **User confidence** (high vs. low)
   
      For example, effects of explanations quickly wear off as user overconfidence increases (Schaffer et al. 2019).
      
      - Consider running a study to see how users react to explanations over time as they become more comfortable using the system. For instance, do users begin taking explanations for granted?
      
      - Consider running a study to see how more confident users interact with explanations. Are overconfident users less likely to generate and inspect explanations because they think they already know what the system does?

   b. **User agency** (e.g., can users edit AI recommendations before accepting them?). For example, effect of explanations in decision-making tasks is different from those in debugging tasks (Lai et al. 2020).
      
      - Use telemetry to create overreliance measures such as **acceptance of problematic recommendations** (with little to no edits post acceptance) and **weight of advice** (including the extent to which users edit recommendations post acceptance).

   c. **User biases** (e.g., **automation** vs. **confirmation**)

      For example, explanations influence the perceived intelligibility and working of AI systems (Bussone et al. 2015).
      
      - Consider running a study to see if users are more likely to accept AI recommendations with/without accompanying explanations.

   d. **Ordering effects** (e.g., success vs. failure).

      First impressions significantly affect user reliance on AI.
      
      - Some users see failures first and develop algorithmic aversion; use onboarding to help them see success scenarios and get a balanced perspective on the AI system.
      
      - Some users are enamored by AI; use onboarding to help them proceed with caution by seeing problematic scenarios (e.g., ’Top 3 things that can go wrong while using the AI system’).

   e. **Task difficulty** (e.g., low vs. medium vs. high)

      Easy tasks lead to complacency, while difficult tasks lead to inappropriate reliance.
      
      - Make sure users do not go on autopilot when working with AI systems. Users should think carefully, slow down, reflect in metacognition, and remain vigilant. Use CFFs to nudge users to actively self-reflect on human+AI team performance.
      
      - People stay vigilant when there is variety. Identify ways to introduce forms of differences and inconsistency in the user experience of the AI system (e.g., aspects of gamification, checking for errors).
**Alter speed of interaction**

User reliance is affected by the AI’s response time—the time it takes to make recommendations. The relation between response time and user reliance is complicated and depends, in part, on the perceived difficulty of the task and the order in which users see AI recommendations.

1. One group of researchers found that users trust good models more and bad models less if the response time is higher (Park et al. 2019). In this study, users estimated the number of jellybeans in a jar. Users made their predictions before seeing algorithmic recommendations and were not asked to actively reflect on the perceived task difficulty. Researchers found that the waiting time provided users with the opportunity to reflect on the task and estimate their own decision-making process and the AI’s. **Identify ways to leverage response time to help users reflect on the human+AI team performance.**

2. Another group of researchers found that slow response times can at times have the opposite effect and make users perceive AI systems as less accurate (Efendić et al. 2020). In this study, users were told that they were either a university admissions officer or a corporate sales officer tasked with predicting the academic success of students or future product sales. Users saw recommendations before making predictions. All users agreed that making future predictions was a difficult task for humans but an easy one for algorithms. **Conduct further research to understand how to effectively use response time to address overreliance on AI.**

**Give users choice**

Conduct research and devise strategies to better incorporate collaboration as a feature in AI design—for example, whether the system will always provide recommendations or only upon request.

1. Research shows that providing recommendations only upon request helps mitigate overreliance on AI (Gaube et al. 2021). Regardless of the desired collaboration model, it is prudent to ask users to make their own predictions before seeing AI recommendations (Poursabzi-Sangdeh et al. 2021) or to provide users with the option to enable/disable AI recommendations.

   - Instead of giving users a universal enable/disable toggle for AI recommendations, identify tasks for which users may not want AI recommendations vs. those in which users are okay with recommendations. Use this to provide users with granular choices—for example, disable AI recommendations for an hour or disable AI recommendations for specific tasks.

2. **Caveat:** Further research is required for AI use-cases that are not binary conditions where users either completely accept or reject AI recommendations (Bansal et al. 2021).
### Summary: Techniques to mitigate overreliances on AI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Mitigation technique</th>
<th>Short summary</th>
<th>Issue(s) addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>During initial interactions</td>
<td><strong>Effectively onboard users</strong></td>
<td>Provide both correct and incorrect predictions to help users develop appropriate first impressions. Customize tutorials for people with low/high automation bias, low/high AI literacy, and low/high task familiarity.</td>
<td>Automation bias; Ordering effects; Poor human+AI performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Be transparent with users</strong></td>
<td>Clearly communicate: (a) basic model properties (e.g., known strengths and limitations, overall design objective) and (b) intended use-cases (e.g., cases envisioned during development, benchmarked model evaluations).</td>
<td>Overestimating explanations; Poor human+AI performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Provide personalized adjustments for users</strong></td>
<td>Evaluate user susceptibility (from tutorials and early results) to adjust automation accordingly.</td>
<td>Individual differences; Ordering effects; Poor human+AI performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During regular use</td>
<td><strong>Employ cognitive forcing functions</strong></td>
<td>Increase users’ cognitive motivation to engage with AI recommendations, using techniques such as confidence and uncertainty information, accuracy scores, and cost of errors.</td>
<td>Automation bias; Confirmation bias; Poor human+AI performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Provide real-time feedback</strong></td>
<td>Real-time feedback on human performance leads to improvement (e.g., alerting the user when they have accepted a risky recommendation). Give people ways to triangulate their decisions while working with AI models. Help people reflect on their own decision-making process.</td>
<td>Automation bias; Confirmation bias; Overestimating explanations; Poor human+AI performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Provide effective explanations</strong></td>
<td>Build informative, not just convincing, explanations. Explanations sensitive to model performance help users develop appropriate trust at model level. Explanations sensitive to prediction uncertainty help users develop appropriate trust at the recommendation level.</td>
<td>Overestimating explanations; Poor human+AI performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Alter speed of Interaction</strong></td>
<td>Alter the AI system’s response time and provide users ways to reflect on the task and estimate their own and the AI’s decision-making process while they are waiting for the AI recommendation.</td>
<td>Ordering effects; Poor human+AI performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Give users choice</strong></td>
<td>Give AI recommendations only upon request.</td>
<td>Poor human+AI performance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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